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Executive Summary 
Driven by the twin forces of digitization and globalization, and accelerated by the COVID-19 pandemic, 
social, business, and economic structures have been compelled to change dramatically. Harvard Business 
School (HBS) is not immune to these forces. In order to maintain our preeminence and fulfill our mission, 
we need to meet the moment with a digital transformation. 

In January, a team of 36 members of the faculty and staff came together to explore the case for digital 
transformation at HBS. Over five months, the team conducted rigorous research and engaged in design 
thinking workshops to identify threats and opportunities, and make recommendations for projects and 
priorities in six areas (strategy, platform, learning and content development, research, network and 
community, and communications and impact). The task force then prioritized several initiatives around 
enhancing our technology infrastructure, developing capabilities, establishing centers of excellence, and 
creating a digital incubator. 

To launch our transformation, the task force recommends that we undertake several projects 
immediately,1 beginning with modernizing our technology infrastructure. At the top of the list is our 
proposal for a federated data platform, along with a governance plan for its use. A unified approach to 
collecting and managing data across our organization will give us the foundation and capabilities needed 
to begin the digital transformation journey described in this report.  

Transforming the Core Technology Infrastructure  
Investing in the School’s technology infrastructure is the necessary first step to preparing for our digital 
future. That starts with making the data relating to people, companies, courses, events, cases, simulations, 
publications, and videos appropriately visible and accessible (per privacy and security rules) to individuals 
across the HBS enterprise. This will require a federated data platform. We need to kickstart this effort by 
dedicating resources to it—both people and money—and partnering with technology firms that have 
expertise in structuring and building such platforms.  

Once work on the federated data platform is underway, we can turn our attention to four other important 
infrastructure requirements: 

• Federated identity and access management 
• Content management and delivery platforms—software that manages and delivers a synchronous 

and/or asynchronous learning experience that is common across the entire HBS enterprise and 
enables community engagement 

• World-class research computing—extending our research excellence through structural, 
strategic, and operational alignment of infrastructure providing advanced data science and 
artificial intelligence (AI) capabilities for faculty and staff, enabling unique partnerships around 
data with organizations 

• Modernize infrastructure and back office—update administrative systems that are not 
constituent-facing and address technical debt 

 
The upgraded infrastructure will require a thoughtful governance approach to ensure that it evolves to 
meet the changing needs of the School. We propose a new structure, led by a Technology Board 
responsible for defining program strategies and portfolio budgets. Reporting to the Technology Board will 
be a Technology Portfolio Management Team, which will manage and execute the technology budget. 

 
1 These recommendations are repeated in the main body of the report. 
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Technology Teams will manage and execute technology projects—both programs and sustaining projects. 
We also recommend establishing an External Advisory Board to serve as an expert resource. 
 
Capabilities 
As we invest in our technology infrastructure, we must also invest in our staff and capabilities. We have 
identified six broad areas of talent and skills that are absolutely necessary both to drive our transformation 
and to compete today and tomorrow. We will need additional expertise and experience in:  

• Software and platform architecture; 
• Data science and artificial intelligence (AI); 
• Design thinking and product management; 
• Community and network design; 
• Digital content and curation; and 
• Digital marketing and social outreach. 

 
It is important to note that these skills and capabilities are in high demand, so HBS will need to work hard 
to develop, attract, and retain staff with these skills, and, in parallel, pursue partnerships with leading 
organizations that can accelerate our transformation. Connecting this work to our mission will make these 
roles that much more attractive. 

 
Centers of Excellence (COE) 
Our experience in the task force has shown the power of staff and faculty across the School collaborating 
and problem solving on a routine and regular basis. COEs will coordinate with the Technology Board to 
create a structure for individuals from across the School to gather and share resources and knowledge, 
develop playbooks, agree on measures of success, identify a standard set of tools, and offer recruiting and 
hiring assistance. We recommend launching four COEs to cultivate our expertise in the following four 
areas: 

• Software platform and architecture; 
• Data science and analytics; 
• Community and lifelong learning; and 
• Digital marketing and social outreach. 

 
A Digital Incubator 
 
In order to enable longer-range transformation, even as we enhance technology capabilities, we propose 
creating an incubator to enable systematic experimentation across the School. The incubator will 
collaborate with the existing divisions of the School and focus on four areas:  

• Digital research platforms; 
• Learning and assessments at scale by leveraging artificial intelligence; 
• Community engagement and life-long learning; and  
• Communicating about our ideas for impact. 

 
Digital transformation can extend the reach of the School's research, teaching, and impact by orders of 
magnitude across a range of geographies, ethnicities, disciplines, and levels of educational achievement. 
This will enrich our community and, in turn, enrich our ideas. And it will enable our ideas to drive greater 
economic opportunity, foster greater social equity, shape social policy, and power personal 
transformation at a once unimaginable scale. 
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HBS Digital Transformation Task Force Report 
 
What if HBS could teach not only 1,900 MBA students a year, 12,000 executive education participants, 
and 20,000 HBS Online (HBSO) students—but multiples of those numbers? What if faculty had access to 
a world-class research and data platform that enabled them to build deep relationships with organizations 
and individuals across the HBS ecosystem to address real problems while simultaneously doing rigorous 
research? What if staff could collaborate seamlessly across the School’s programs to meet—and even 
predict—faculty and alumni needs? What if we could increase the reach and impact of our ideas by orders 
of magnitude? What if alumni could tap into a robust HBS community-engagement platform to identify 
connections, better navigate career transitions, get access to personalized and relevant content from the 
School, solve business and personal challenges, and face life milestones? And what if we could harness 
the collective power of HBS’s distinctive competencies and communities to solve some of society’s most 
pressing challenges? Then, HBS could educate even more leaders who make an ever more meaningful 
difference in the world. 

We can bring this vision to life by joining together to embark on a digital transformation to deepen and 
enhance the value we create and how we deliver it to our stakeholders. More to the point, if we don’t 
undertake a digital transformation, we risk losing ground to more digital-first competitors who are already 
changing the nature of competition in our industry. 

What do we mean by digital transformation? We mean the use of information technology (IT), data, and 
AI to fundamentally rethink an organization's business architecture—including its business model (how it 
creates and captures value) and its operating model (how it delivers value via the scale it achieves, the 
scope of products and services it offers, and how it learns and improves). Think about how Netflix 
reshaped entertainment, how Spotify reshaped music, how Ant Group reshaped consumer finance, and 
how Amazon reshaped both retail and cloud technology services. In all these cases, we as users still watch 
movies, listen to music, do financial transactions, and buy products and use technology, but the underlying 
business architecture of these companies is very different from that of a movie theater or a TV channel, a 
bookstore, or what IBM used to offer. Digital transformation will enable us to change our operating model 
and, at the same time, preserve the essence of our work while extending and amplifying the value we 
create.  

Consider what happened when Bob Iger led the digital transformation of the nearly century-old Walt 
Disney Company. With Disney’s legacy TV, film, and licensing operations languishing, Iger refocused the 
organization on theme parks and streaming media. The company took control of Hulu and launched ESPN 
Plus and Disney Plus—the last of which crossed 100 million subscribers in its first 18 months. Across its 
three streaming services, Disney now claims a mind-blowing 159 million subscribers, up from 73.5 million 
a year ago and 146.4 million during the previous quarter. Reflecting on the transformation, Iger said, “We 
weren’t straying from our core values, just reconsidering the way we were presenting Disney’s content to 
the world. We were protective of the legacy, but we were determined to take the legacy to the future and 
make it more relevant.” If we can bring our own legacy of participant-centered learning and scholarly 
excellence into the future, we will lay claim to an unassailable advantage. 

A project like OneTen, with which HBS is working as a longitudinal research partner, highlights the ways 
digital transformation is vital. We are partnering with the OneTen organization to help match one million 
Black Americans to sustainably waged jobs and careers over the next 10 years. This will be an effort akin 
to the Framingham Heart Study, collecting, parsing, and interpreting a mass of data across a range of 
individual and company inputs—job listings and job criteria, resumes, recruiting practices, educational 
levels, wage rates, demographic and regionally relevant data, organizational needs, performance 
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management KPIs, etc.—across many different companies and organizations seeking to meet their talent 
needs. It cannot be done without a robust integrated research platform and the digital tools and software 
to collect, manage, analyze, and share such data. If we succeed, this will be the kind of work that extends 
HBS’s reach and impact at the intersection of business and society.   

 

Source: DTTF Faculty Meeting Presentation, 2021. 
 
 
Critical to the success of any digital transformation are two principles: 1) taking a user-centric design 
approach to identify problems and opportunities, and offer products and services that are intuitive and 
personalized; and, 2) rethinking existing processes from the customer’s perspective, with the discipline to 
aggregate data across every step in the customer journey and the confidence to rely on analytics and AI 
to inform improvements. With a 360-degree profile of each learner and an AI-driven recommendation 
engine, we could unleash the power of HBS to fulfill its mission in ways that our constituents want and 
expect from us. 
 
Imagine the possibilities: 

• Teaching—If we had a single record for every student or participant that encompassed their 
experiences and interests before, during, and after their programs, we could enable learners to 
have a unified HBS experience based on their preferences and interests, regardless of the program 
or content provider. This would reduce the patchwork of manual data-sharing that is now 
necessary for departments when they try to collaborate on communications, programs, and 
events. 

• Research—If we had a digital research services hub where faculty could easily access the 
resources and services they need whenever and wherever they need them, we could do away 
with the obstacles that currently hamper research efforts. Deeper understanding of each faculty 
member's work would enable better connections across faculty, and better alignment of the 
abundance of resources available to them.  
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• Community—If we knew our learners well enough, we could anticipate their interests, 
understand their needs and wants, and enable them to leverage the power of the HBS network 
to connect with like-minded peers. We could easily and efficiently connect faculty members with 
practitioner learners to meaningfully inform and advance their research. HBS has the opportunity 
to activate and connect its global network in response to the world’s most pressing challenges. 

• Impact—Through our many channels, our ideas currently reach tens of millions of leaders. What 
if they could reach 100 million or more? What might be our impact in helping leaders make a 
difference in the world? 

To be sure, HBS has a legacy of making great strides towards ambitious goals. We were the first business 
school on the web and the earliest to have an integrated online course platform. We invented a whole 
new model of field-based learning for our MBA students that engaged them with companies on innovation 
projects around the world. We were the first business school to create de-novo online learning 
experiences that have engaged more than 116,000 learners with completion rates of over 84% (orders of 
magnitude greater than the average massive open online course (MOOC)). We invented a new model for 
synchronous online classes, which spawned the development of new products and markets. We designed 
and executed the Harvard Business Analytics Program as a collaborative executive education offering from 
a business and engineering school that pioneered asynchronous and synchronous online teaching at scale. 
These examples offer a glimpse of the profound impact digital transformation can have on the School’s 
work. 

COVID-19 forced us to think differently, work outside our comfort zones, and look to innovation in solving 
our challenges. We rose to the challenge by embracing widespread systematic changes that we would not 
have thought possible only 18 months ago. We have pioneered using hybrid classrooms with students 
participating both in the room and remotely. We’ve seen our staff change the way they operate in order 
to meet rapidly evolving constituent needs.  

This can-do attitude in our response to the pandemic allowed us to stay true to our objectives: to do what 
we do not just as well, but better. For example, Executive Education shifted to online teaching and 
learning, reimagined our comprehensive programs in a virtual format, and offered several new courses to 
meet the changing needs of managers and organizations during COVID-19. Participant satisfaction ratings 
from Executive Education were remarkably strong. Our External Relations team engaged thousands of our 
alumni through virtual programs that connected them to the most timely and relevant faculty research 
and ideas. We have shown that we can deliver on our mission in new ways without diminishing the quality 
of our ideas and our teaching. 

Now we need to build on these achievements. We can recalibrate our aspirations for the value we create. 
We have traditionally operated with the assumption that limitations protect the value of the HBS brand, 
and the reality that faculty are the School's scarcest resources. But what if we could share our work more 
generously, for the benefit of more people around the world? To be clear, this isn’t about asking the 
faculty to take on more work; it’s about getting more value and leverage from the work they already do. 
Our tradition of participant-centered learning and the experiences we deliver so well on our campus will 
always be the jewels in the HBS crown. But with digital transformation, we can deepen, extend, and 
expand these experiences to achieve our mission at a new scale.  

We have an important opportunity to develop a systematic and strategic view of how digitization can be 
applied to the entire set of activities undertaken at the School. Key to the opportunity is developing a 
perspective on strategy, principles, architecture, and execution capabilities needed to enable faculty and 
staff at all levels of the organization to make decisions, allocate resources around meaningful and high-
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impact digitization efforts at the School, and execute according to plan. Since January 2021, a task force 
composed of 36 faculty and staff from across the HBS enterprise has worked to develop that view. This 
report outlines the task force’s work and the recommendations developed to support this view.  

The Time is Now 

Given the pace at which the world is changing, one of our faculty interviewees suggested that the right 
question to ponder might be: “What if we didn’t do any of this?” We believe that standing still is not an 
option and will eventually cause the School to lose its preeminence and relevance. Indeed, leading on 
digital transformation will enable us to dramatically deepen HBS’s positive impact in the world.  

The task force’s mission and work exist in the context of dramatic changes in two areas: the global 
education and learning market, and the impact of data and AI on business and society.  

The rise of enabling technologies such as the Internet, broadband, mobile, and video is transforming 
learning. The first wave of innovation in education technology (EdTech) saw the development of Learning 
Management Systems (LMS), which enabled instructors and students to manage and access an increasing 
amount of digitally published content and learning materials. This included providers such as Blackboard 
and Desire 2 Learn (D2L), as well as iSites, which was developed at HBS and became the standard for much 
of Harvard for over a decade.  

Next emerged a set of platforms to bring university courses online, and Harvard and HBS were at the 
forefront of this first wave of MOOCs like Coursera and edX (a joint venture between Harvard and MIT 
which is being acquired by 2U). Alongside the MOOCs, companies emerged that managed courses on 
behalf of universities end-to-end—leveraging advanced, cloud-based technology platforms to manage not 
just course delivery but also marketing, coursework design, and enrollment. These platforms, such as 2U, 
Eruditus, Keypath Education, and Wiley Education Service, are known as online program managers 
(OPMs). They have partnered with hundreds of universities to bring entire degree programs online. 

More recently, for-profit companies are competing with or even supplanting universities as providers of 
courses and educational delivery platforms. Codecademy, Google, LinkedIn Learning (a division of 
Microsoft), Udemy, and dozens of private companies large and small in the EdTech sector have emerged 
as a force in the educational market; indeed the online EdTech sector is expected to reach over $400 
billion by 2025, growing 16% year over year.2 While this is a massive market opportunity, it represents 
only a small portion of the entire education and training sector, which is forecasted to reach $7 trillion by 
2025 for a 5.5% penetration rate, up from 3.1% in 2019.3 Private capital is flocking to the sector, with $16 
billion in venture capital invested in 2020 as compared to less than $1 billion in 2012.4 Undoubtedly, 
disruption and innovation will continue to affect the education industry vertical regardless of what actions 
we take, generating both opportunities and threats.5 

 
2 “Global EdTech Market to Reach $404B by 2025—16.3% CAGR,” HolonIQ, August 2020, 
https://www.holoniq.com/notes/global-education-technology-market-to-reach-404b-by-2025/, accessed June 2021. 
3 “Global EdTech Market to Reach $404B by 2025—16.3% CAGR,” HolonIQ. 
4 “$16.1B of Global EdTech Venture Capital in 2020,” HolonIQ, January 5, 2021, https://www.holoniq.com/notes/16.1b-of-
global-edtech-venture-capital-in-2020/, accessed July 2021. 
5 As part of our work we have submitted to the Dean’s Office a confidential competitive analysis report. The analysis includes 
consideration of traditional MBA players (our peer schools and other online and in-person programs), OPMs and other platform 
players, corporate players, and new emerging players. It considers aspects of operationalizing the array of offerings—in terms 
of costs, faculty, and content—as well as perspectives from the demand (i.e., learner) side, including credentialing and 
recruiting/employment. 
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Finally, the pandemic has put a spotlight on these trends. The world has moved quickly over the past year, 
and businesses are changing and accelerating their own digital transformation. To stay ahead of this 
technology curve, organizations must become more agile, more efficient, and better prepared for the 
digital-first world that we live in, and HBS is no different. We need to continue to shift and develop, be 
better integrated, connected, and more innovative. This means embracing digital solutions to make sure 
our learners, faculty, and staff have access to tools and resources to forge the connections they need for 
success. And it will require a deep understanding of how such a transformation can shape our business 
model, our operating model, and our strategy to enable us to maintain our preeminence and continue to 
fulfill our mission in a rapidly changing world.  

Our Work 
 
The task force set out to understand how digital transformation should be embraced at the School and to 
recommend a path forward, with the following two goals: 1) to tap into the power of digital and data to 
add value for all HBS stakeholders; and 2) to imagine non-linear scaling in all critical activities of the School. 
The team focused on the following cross-cutting tracks and key questions: 

• Strategy: How should HBS think about digital transformation in relation to its mission? 
• Platform: What core building blocks will enable us to accomplish our mission? How can 

digitization transform the School’s operating model to advance mission-focused activities and 
functions including recruiting students and participants, career services, recruiting faculty and 
staff, marketing and communications, participant and alumni experiences, finance, human 
resources, research operations, and IT?  

• Research: How can digital transformation help HBS faculty leverage and expand upon our 
research strengths and help HBS attract and retain world-class faculty?  

• Learning and Content Development: How can we develop digital learning capabilities that will 
allow us to enhance how, what, and whom we teach? 

• Network and Community: What is the role of digitization in deepening our relationships with our 
alumni, other HBS learners, and a broader set of stakeholders? 

• Communication and Impact: How can digitization be leveraged bi-directionally to disseminate 
and enhance HBS research, course development, and managerial insights broadly in service of our 
mission?  

 
The tracks were designed to have an enterprise-wide focus. Additionally, the tracks were mutually 
synergistic and accretive: For example, the platform and strategy tracks’ work had implications for all 
other tracks and each individual track's recommendations are reliant on the other tracks’ success as well.  

Along the way, we sought input from a diverse group of internal and external advisors, including faculty, 
staff, alumni, corporate executives, and digital leaders. We also got invaluable guidance from our steering 
team—Angela Crispi and Srikant Datar—and from our advisory board, comprising senior leaders across 
the HBS ecosystem. (See Appendix A for Task Force Advisory Board members.) 

Initial stakeholder interviews and team problem-solving activities revealed six areas of opportunity that 
will enable us to move from islands of excellence across our operating units towards leveraging the power 
of digital transformation for integration: 

Common Technology Needs 

1. Search: Efficiently and effectively finding information and resources across the enterprise for all 
stakeholders. Examples include helping faculty identify members of the HBS community to 
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collaborate with or helping executives understand and navigate the broad array of professional 
development offerings we have across a range of topics.  

2. Matching: Enabling individuals across HBS and our communities to connect with each other based 
on an opt-in model—for example, enabling alumni to find others based on career stage, life stage, 
or informational needs.  

3. Personalization: Recommending content, events, and people that are of direct interest to 
members of the community based on information we already know about them—for example, 
more targeted updates and content for alumni.  

 
Common Capabilities Desired 
 

4. Community: Providing all of the School’s communities with salient content, a curated network, 
and meaningful interactions to energize their impact. Across the HBS enterprise, there is a desire 
for intentionality around how we form, execute, and support communities—be they alumni, 
faculty, staff, or other affiliates.  

5. Content: Unlock our content silos and enable creation and curation of materials and ideas across 
the enterprise. For example, widespread sharing of a CEO’s talk for MBA students such that 
insights delivered on campus are immediately available to our alumni and broader networks.  

6. Scale: Extend the reach and impact of our mission. For example, can we broaden the pipeline of 
learners who consider our programs and provide them with a lifelong learning experience that 
only HBS can deliver?  

 
Some of the tracks identified more specific technology and capability needs. These can be found in the 
track reports, available through the Dean’s Office.  
 

Source: DTTF Faculty Meeting Presentation, 2021. 
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Each track spent five months engaged in exploration and consideration, scanning the competitive 
landscape, conducting stakeholder interviews, and taking part in extensive design thinking workshops 
with the help of the HBP Incubator (which uses design thinking to develop and test new features and 
products)—all in an effort to understand the threats and opportunities before us. Each track met 
weekly, as did the task force as a whole. The task force engaged monthly with the advisory council to 
test ideas and solicit feedback on progress. And task force representatives were in regular 
communication with the Dean’s Office and Administrative and Operating Managers (AOM). To support 
community discussion, we also developed a faculty-led Lunch & Learn case discussion series for staff, 
with a certificate in digital transformation for those who attended all sessions. 

This version of the task force’s report represents an update and revision of the task force’s v1 draft report. 
Incorporating guidance from the Dean’s Office, it aims to streamline the summary reports from the six 
tracks, whose full reports are available on request from the Dean’s Office. Our changes are also intended 
to heighten the urgency of the priorities and their rationale, and focus tightly on the necessary and 
beneficial impact the task force thinks digital transformation can have on all aspects of the School’s 
activities and offerings. We present a straightforward set of recommendations for the Dean to consider, 
and indicate a recommended sequencing and phasing aspects of this multi-year effort. 

Below we highlight the task force’s assignment, findings, and recommendations, track by track: 

Track 1: Strategy 
The purpose of the strategy track was to provide overall guidance to, and a roadmap for, other tracks in 
the task force. Therefore, the team worked at the outset of the task force’s launch to articulate three 
critical elements of the task force’s work: 
• Guiding Principles: Our work must be consistent with the mission of the School and its pedagogical 

approach. It should strengthen the core and build for the future.  
• Strategic Framework: In the short term, we will focus on ways digitization and digital transformation 

can improve our current operations. Today, data and content sit in different areas creating pain 
points for many of the School's stakeholders. We need an integrated platform to enable synergy 
across different parts of the School. Many examples illustrate this opportunity, from making HBSO 
content available for asynchronous learning in our on-campus MBA and Exec Ed offerings to enabling 
simulations developed for the MBA program to seamlessly port to HBSO, Exec Ed, or HBP. Visitors to 
our various on-campus programs can build on their HBS learning by accessing our online channels, 
such as HBSO, Harvard Business Review (HBR), and Harvard ManageMentor (HMM). We could more 
quickly identify and distribute those ideas that leaders find most relevant, based on the signals 
generated by HBR’s over 12 million monthly visitors. 

In the medium term, we will focus on doing what we already do, but at greater scale and with 
enhanced personalization. How do we extend HBSO and Executive Education to a much larger 
audience and offer the right content to the right audience at the right time? How do we leverage and 
combine asynchronous content with a synchronous pedagogical approach? How do we partner with 
other players to reach new audiences? And how might we build data partnerships with select 
companies—as we did in the 20th century with our case writing efforts—such that they entrust us 
with their data and can benefit from our analysis and insight? 

Longer term is all about reimagining what the future of management research and education might 
look like. We will examine emerging education models from both universities and non-academic 
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players to envision how business education might evolve in the future and how HBS can best position 
itself in this new environment. 

• Criteria for Prioritization: We will consider three criteria: 1) potential impact of the activity on our 
mission; 2) investment and resources needed for success; and 3) time and capability required for 
execution. We will use those criteria to identify the top priorities to come out of the task force’s 
work. 

Source: DTTF Strategy Track, 2021. 
 

Track 2: Platform 
The Platform track focused on the following questions: What are the core technology building blocks that 
will enable us to accomplish our mission? And how can digitization impact the School’s operating model? 
The track developed the following guiding principles: 

• Build strong foundational platforms and expertise, following modular and reusable architectural 
models to ensure all data, research, and content can be modularized, allowing for easy 
repurposing and reuse. 

• Design for scale, security, and extensibility to create a platform that will allow non-linear growth 
while protecting privacy. 

• Have a data-first mindset and agile governance structure to foster a culture where data is central 
to all aspects of HBS business. 

• Establish an integrated approach to business and technology, such that HBS can operate as a 
seamlessly integrated organization, from the back end (back-office administration—e.g., Finance, 
HR) through to the front end (user experiences). 

• Center user needs in all technology decisions; customer and user experience should be the 
primary driving force for technology change.  

• Commit to upskilling the faculty and staff in order to ensure that everyone is prepared to 
transform HBS into a technology-driven organization. 
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Source: DTTF Platform Track, 2021. 

Findings 

The team identified the following challenges: 
1. Infrastructure–Aspects of HBS’s back-end infrastructure are not delivering enough benefit to 

justify their cost.  
a. HBS units’ (or departments’) infrastructure has been optimized locally rather than School-

wide. Sharing applications and capabilities that add value to users and learners across 
units (departments) is challenging and expensive, if not impossible. 

b. Data silos, access, and alignment challenges–Data are siloed, creating problems of 
accessibility and the potential for inconsistency or inaccuracy (e.g., when data in one silo 
conflicts with similar data in another silo).  

2. Process–The lack of an integrated platform means that many departments rely on manual 
processes. A history of custom builds has exacerbated this issue. 

Prioritized Recommendations 

1. A Federated Data Platform. A federated data platform would connect all HBS data across the 
enterprise while allowing two or more data platforms to appear as one. 
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Source: DTTF Platform Track, 2021. 

2. Federated Identity and Access Management. Federated identity and access management 
 would enable single sign-on (SSO) access across the HBS enterprise’s many applications. 

3.1 Content Management and Delivery Platform. Such a platform, created with software that 
manages synchronous and asynchronous experiences, should enable course modularity and 
customization as well as participant personalization. It should deliver an intuitive and enjoyable 
user experience and should be easy for course developers to use. The platform will also include 
community engagement elements to support the School’s active learning programs and to foster 
alums’ and learners’ lifelong engagement with the School. 

3.2 World Class, Cloud-Enabled Research Computing Infrastructure and Data Science 
Capabilities. HBS needs to implement its Research Computing Technology Roadmap to leverage 
the cloud for computing, data storage, data science tools, and cloud services, and offer faculty, 
students, and staff powerful and agile advanced analytics capabilities.  

3.3 Modernize Infrastructure and Back Office. Legacy systems and accumulated technical debt 
will impede our ability to scale or adopt new technology that empowers users. A significant 
investment in our infrastructure and back-office applications is a prerequisite for digital 
transformation.  

• This vision requires the following capabilities:  
o A holistic, platform approach will rely on new skills, which we will develop by training and 

upskilling existing staff and augmenting our existing capabilities with new talent. COEs—
teams of experts (such as data scientists)—can serve as central resources, offering on-
demand capabilities across all HBS constituents. 

o A modular ecosystem-of-services approach to HBS research, curriculum, and content that 
will allow efficiencies by creating one product (i.e., case, course, paper, article, podcast, 
book) or service that, with curation, tweaking, or repackaging, can be applied to or used 
in many different programs. 

o Agile funding and agile innovation: Agile product management skills can foster innovation 
for quick wins in content, research, and other areas. 
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Governance 

To realize the power and value of a platform-centric structure—one that optimizes our technology to 
benefit HBS as a whole—we need a thoughtful approach to IT governance. The team has identified five 
principles that should shape our new approach: 

• A clear, HBS-wide technology vision and strategy  
• A strategy that is reflected at both the program and portfolio levels 
• Consistent technical, architectural, and data governance decisions over the long term 
• Portfolios that are transparent and connected across HBS  
• A portfolio that is managed in an agile fashion, with rapid iterations 

We propose a new digital governance organization based on these principles. Overseeing it will be a 
Technology Board responsible for defining program strategies and portfolio budgets. It will consist of 
representatives from the staff and faculty. Meeting quarterly, it will approve programmatic strategies, 
allocate budgets to projects, and align performance metrics with the strategic plan. It will also 
communicate regularly with the Technology Portfolio Management Team.  

The Technology Portfolio Management Team will manage and execute the technology budget. With 
representatives from across HBS, it will meet weekly to get established and then twice a month. Its 
purpose is to execute and manage the budget from the technology board and determine technology fit-
for-purpose. It will stay in regular communication with the Technology Board and the departments.  

The existing and future Technology Teams (in IT and throughout the enterprise) will coordinate, manage, 
and execute technology projects—both new programs and sustaining projects.  

We will also assemble an External Advisory Board, composed of technology and data leaders who can 
bring an outside perspective to our work. They will serve as an expert resource, providing ongoing advice 
on strategy, governance, and capabilities.  

 

Source: DTTF Platform Track, 2021. 
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Track 3: Research 

The following guiding questions informed the track’s goals: 

• How can digitization and digital transformation help HBS faculty maximize the efficiency, quality, 
and impact of their research process and output? 

• How can digitization and digital transformation help HBS faculty and the School leverage and 
expand upon our research competitive advantages (HBS brand, HBS network, closeness to 
practice, and centralized services) and help HBS attract and retain world-class faculty? 

Findings 

• Faculty seek a more robust digital research infrastructure including a world-class, cloud-based 
research computing infrastructure and modernized back-office RIS, and enhanced access to data 
science services and resources.  

• Faculty seek better information and better organized information to help them find the services 
and resources available to enhance and scale their research and tap into and connect with the 
broader HBS community and network to catalyze their research. 

• Faculty want improved access to research data, including improvements to the data use 
agreement and data acquisition processes, increased transparency around and broader access to 
datasets used by HBS faculty, and improved communications about data wrangling services and 
resources. 

• Faculty seek better support to develop and maintain connections with companies and 
organizations for field experiments and data access through a secure digital infrastructure that 
matches the sophistication that is available at their partner companies. 

• The School lacks a meaningful way to measure and maximize the impact of HBS faculty research 
and research investment. 

 
Recommendations 
 
The findings suggest that digital tools, digitization, and digital transformation can provide a more robust 
research infrastructure, organize information related to research resources and make it more transparent 
and accessible, and better facilitate connections with the broader HBS community and network. They can 
help streamline and better manage access to research data and provide enhanced support around 
relationships with companies and organizations. Finally, they can provide insights into potential ways for 
HBS to maximize and measure the impact of faculty research and research investment. 
 
Specific recommendations include: 
 

• Implement digital research infrastructure enhancements, including the technology roadmap for 
world-class, cloud-based research computing infrastructure, a modern comprehensive research 
information system that incorporates current faculty interests, digital tools to ease research and 
case publications, and creation of a research services hub.  

• This hub should leverage digital tools and digitization to collect and organize HBS research services 
and support in a transparent and user-friendly way that allows frictionless connection to subject 
experts, data scientists, licensed research data, case contacts, library collections, IRB/DUA 
guidance, support for behavioral research and field experiments, and more. 
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• Leverage digitization and data science to enhance and scale research, and enable customization 
and personalization of resources and support for individual faculty based on their work and their 
interests, to help them with current research and identifying new research/networking 
opportunities. 

• Leverage digitization to facilitate HU- and HBS-wide research partnerships and develop a track 
record of value creation and data security to lower barriers to access data and field experiments. 

• Expand digital tools and infrastructure to support rapid creation of digital content (audio, video, 
etc.); leverage social media and other platforms for research dissemination; enable feedback 
loops with other researchers, learners, and practitioners. 

 

Track 4: Learning and Content Development  

In approaching HBS’s digital transformation in the Learning and Content Development (LCD) track, our 
guiding principle is to ensure that we maintain the School’s distinctiveness while enhancing our digital 
presence. In particular, HBS’s approach to participant-centered and inductive learning models that foster 
critical thinking should remain at the center of any consideration of digital transformation as it relates to 
learning and content development across the enterprise.  

Findings 

Given the competitive landscape, and the range of opportunities learners have, the LCD track identified 
the following key themes:  

• Learning is being customized to individuals’ needs based on their situation (e.g., life stage, career 
objectives, or past learning). 

• In-class experiences are being transformed by the use of AI to assess student engagement, 
achievement, and to predict where and when assistance is needed. 

• Learners want content that is relevant and timely. Speed to delivery can outweigh the need for 
high production quality. 

• Learners are seeking a mix of synchronous and asynchronous modalities to accommodate their 
personal and professional demands. 

• Learners are seeking credentials, from micro to certificates to full degrees, both in-person and, 
increasingly, online. 

To enable these modes and methods, several needs become apparent:  

• A robust and ubiquitous content creation and sharing platform that enables seamless search, 
matching, aggregation, customization, and personalization of content that can be used in multiple 
delivery platforms and modalities. 

• Increasing the number of content creators to meet the expanding and increasingly niche needs of 
learners with both current and evergreen topics in business and leadership, as well as at the 
intersection of business and society. 

• Experimenting with alternative pricing models that can enable scaling opportunities. 
• Developing and supporting advanced digital capabilities to improve learner engagement, 

feedback, and assessment at both current and expanded scale. 
• Organizational structures and resources to lead and coordinate these efforts. 
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Recommendations 

Establish a Digital Learning Lab to explore ways to leverage digital to deliver and enhance HBS’s 
distinctive, participant-centered learning at scale both synchronously and asynchronously. Explore 
opportunities to enhance and add value to what HBS does best now for 100 students and to scale that to 
deliver value to 10x participants—that’s the non-linear scale we seek. The lab will take a test-learn-iterate 
approach to design and re-design applications in key areas that can enhance, scale, and reimagine our 
offerings. In particular, we seek to understand how to:  

Explore new or adapted learning models and experiences. Experiment with modes of content delivery, 
including synchronous/asynchronous, peer-to-peer, lecture, simulations, and digital adaptive learning. 
Consider leveraging alumni, practitioners, and other experts to explore new approaches to teaching and 
engaging with learners. Develop digitally interactive pedagogy models for teaching technical material 
salient to business and management (i.e., coding, finance, operations, product management, marketing, 
negotiations (role play), presentation skills).  

Adapt content (programming, curriculum, pedagogy) to enhance our current offerings (100) or reach non-
linear scale (10x). Consider experimenting with modular, short form, peer-generated content to 
understand how HBS can use digital to personalize, customize, and match learners’ needs.  

 
Explore ways to do assessment or feedback using automation, natural language processing, and AI to 
understand the learner’s needs and guide the learner to the right content. Consider building assessment 
right into the platform.  

Understand opportunities digital may unlock for HBS to expand or rethink community and cohort learning 
experiences at scale. Consider experimenting with cohort creation by using data, digital tools, and 
analytics to shape new, expansive learning experiences.  

Inculcate a culture of experimentation. Leverage data, analytics, and machine learning to understand 
learning experiences from the above explorations, see what worked/didn’t work, improve/enhance, 
tweak and customize or personalize, and relaunch to learn again. 

Capabilities 

• A Digital Learning Lab will require new capabilities and talent, and reskilling and training for 
existing talent. It will focus on how digital can enhance HBS’s creation, curation, and delivery of 
learning and content. It will run applications (experiments), specifically to understand how HBS 
can leverage digital technologies to enhance our existing offerings and achieve non-linear scale 
learning. 

• Chief Learning and Content Officer with a team to enable and support the School, including: 
o AI staff 
o Program managers 
o Statisticians and data science team 
o Instructional designers 
o Web and technology prototypers 
o Outsourced vendor management 
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Track 5: Network and Community 

The Network and Community track focused on the ecosystem of HBS alumni and other learners as a 
powerful tool for professional, personal, and societal impact. The track’s work revealed that our vast 
network of alumni and learners is bigger and more eager to prioritize HBS and HBS peers than we had 
imagined. This network provides a unique and sustainable competitive advantage when coupled with the 
HBS case method (inductive, peer-to-peer learning). Alums and learners want HBS to provide content, 
community, and peer-to-peer connectivity to address their professional and personal needs. By 
embracing digitization, HBS has the opportunity to educate and connect learners through an interactive 
platform to meet their potential and amplify their ability to make a difference in the world. 

 

Source: DTTF Network & Community Track, 2021. 
 

Findings 

The track’s findings include: 
1. Our alumni and learners value HBS’s unique ability to combine knowledge + interaction + 

structured engagement. 
2. Our existing learner community, while varied across segments, shares a deep trust in our 

institution, our network, and our ability to provide highly structured, interactive engagements 
that bring together diverse voices and offer deep insights. 

3. There is immense opportunity to scale our institutional impact through expanded forms of 
engagement within our existing network, as our alumni and learners would prioritize HBS 
offerings over those of other competing networks. 

4. The definition and the desired level of exclusivity varies across learner groups, and we need to 
enable various levels of access and connectivity through technology. 

 
Capabilities  

The track outlined the fundamental capabilities needed to meet existing and future needs of our learning 
community. These include: 
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• Integrated data and view about each learner as they interact with HBS’s various offerings 
throughout their lifetime. 

• Customer relationship management (CRM) and marketing automation platforms for community 
outreach. 

• Data science—for people matching and content personalization. 
• Enhanced analytics on user engagement and content performance. 
• Rapid web development and simplified content management. 
• A robust engagement platform that would enable our community to connect with one another 

and to curated content. 

Such capabilities would enable us to:  

• anticipate learners’ interests, understand their needs and wants, recommend targeted content, 
and connect them with like-minded peers; 

• easily and efficiently connect faculty members with learners to meaningfully inform and advance 
their research; and 

• enable anyone at HBS who is engaging with firms to have a 360-degree view of all HBS touchpoints 
past and present. 

 
Source: DTTF Network & Community Track, 2021. 
 
Recommendations  

As HBS’s technology platform capabilities are being developed, the track identified a number of existing 
projects—including in the MBA Program, in the Initiatives, and with our alumni—that provide promising 
opportunities to enhance and scale: by developing capabilities around process and content, by exploring 
how best to manage a dispersed model and understand when it makes sense to bring an effort in-house, 
and to foster relationships among and across different constituencies at the School. The specific 
recommendations are in the track report available through the Dean’s Office. 
 
Track 6: Communication and Impact  
The central question for this track was: “How can we use digital channels to share more, and learn more, 
without taking away from what we do so well on campus? How do we add zeros to our reach?” How can 
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digitization be leveraged to disseminate HBS research, course development, and managerial insights 
broadly in service of our mission? 

We’ve already made progress. Thanks to the efforts of Marketing and Communications, External 
Relations, and Knowledge and Library Services, we’ve already expanded our reach well beyond campus 
via a range of digital media—podcasts, YouTube, Instagram, Twitter, Books@Baker, and more. 
Enterprising faculty and staff have extended our reach through their own tweets, posts, Clubhouse events, 
and other social media activities. And HBP’s expanding digital publishing and social presence is reaching 
new audiences in new ways. For example, with Ascend and Christine vs. Work, HBP is growing its audience 
of early-career professionals.  

All of these examples succeed on the quality of our ideas—and that remains paramount. We will scale our 
communications in ways that enhance the quality of our work and the HBS experience. To do that, we 
believe the best communications in the digital era are two-way: If HBS reaches more people, more people 
will reach HBS. 

In order to do this, we should focus on the following five areas: 

1. Increase our reach. We aspire to reach the right audiences with content that is relevant and 
impactful to them, particularly younger and more global audiences.  

2. Implement salient metrics that measure not just the number of people reached, but also whether 
we reached the right people, they found what reached them relevant, they engaged with that 
material, and they clicked through to related content. 

3. Coordinate more closely with HBP’s digital activities, both to learn from and build on HBP’s own 
digital transformation, and to make HBP content more seamlessly available across the HBS 
community. 

4. Expand to new media platforms such as LinkedIn, Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, TikTok, WeChat, 
and others. Given that this landscape is changing so rapidly, build capabilities to experiment and 
learn as new platforms emerge. Consider partnering with streaming media outlets, such as 
Bloomberg and Netflix.  

5. Increase our skills and capacity. How might we create the infrastructure to support the rapid 
creation of rich audio and video content to amplify our ideas? We need both the tools, the 
expertise, and the resources. With coaching and content-creation toolkits, we can equip 
interested faculty and staff to tap into the power of digital tools and platforms to broadcast HBS’s 
ideas to learners across the world and dramatically increase the impact and influence of those 
ideas.  

 
Quick Win: Student/ Alumni Matching Pilot 

 
We ran a pilot to test the power of digitization on current high-touch processes. We identified a service 
with high potential for enhancement with digital tools: CPD’s efforts to connect students with alumni 
working at organizations of interest or in careers students aspire to after they graduate. We know 
students are eager to connect with relevant alums, but some are not comfortable networking proactively, 
or are frustrated with the low response rate for messages sent via the alumni directory or LinkedIn. We 
also know that alumni want to mentor, but there is no easy way to connect proactively with the right 
students. Students have valued prior alumni connections facilitated by HBS, but these programs are often 
highly curated and resource heavy. And given resource constraints, expanding them is prohibitive. 
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Our goals were to threefold: help graduating students get jobs; enable students to make meaningful 
connections with alumni; and, leverage technology to more easily make these connections. We designed 
the pilot to complement current offerings from Career & Professional Development, and focused on one 
industry (technology). In only a few months, leveraging an existing algorithm built for Leslie Perlow’s 
Crafting Your Life class that produced student-alumni matches based on set criteria and open text 
responses,6 we were able to match 36 alumni (matched with 1, 2 or 3 students) with 55 students, based 
on their scores for both the criteria and open text responses.  
 
The Way Forward 
 
Can we achieve this? We know this is a mountain to climb, but the team believes that HBS is ready and 
eager for this transformation. And while the task force understands that the culture change needed will 
not be easy, the team believes that it is eminently doable.  

Given the range of ideas and proposals generated by the six tracks, we now need to figure out where to 
begin. To launch our transformation, the task force recommends that we undertake several projects and 
immediately begin the upgrade work on our technology infrastructure.7 This first phase, done right, will 
give us the foundation and capabilities needed to achieve our transformation.  

1. A Federated Data Platform  

Upgrading the School’s technology infrastructure is the necessary first step to preparing for our digital 
future. That starts with making all the data relating to people, companies, courses, events, cases, 
simulations, publications, and videos both visible and accessible (per privacy and security rules) to 
members across the HBS enterprise. We need to kickstart this effort by dedicating resources to it and 
partnering with technology firms that have expertise in structuring and building such platforms.  

Once work on the federated data platform is underway, we can turn our attention to four other important 
infrastructure requirements: 

• Federated identity and access management—i.e., single sign-on 
• Content management and delivery platforms—Software that manages and delivers synchronous 

and/or asynchronous learning experiences and enables engagement for our alumni and learning 
communities 

• World-class research computing—Organizational agility through structural, strategic, and 
operational alignment of infrastructure providing advanced data science capabilities for faculty 
and staff 

• Modernize infrastructure and back office—Update administrative systems that are not 
constituent-facing and remedy technical debt. 

 
The upgraded infrastructure will require a revised governance approach to ensure that it operates 
optimally and evolves consistently with the changing needs of the School. We propose a new structure, 
led by a Technology Board responsible for defining program strategies and portfolio budgets. Reporting 
to the Technology Board will be a Technology Portfolio Management Team, which will manage and 

 
6 The criteria included: technology sector interest, function interest, type of conversation (general advice, industry advice, 
networking, etc.), specific company interest, and location interest. In addition, students and alumni were asked to provide open 
text responses about career goals (students) or career paths (alumni) and work-life tradeoffs. 
7 These recommendations are the same as those outlined in the executive summary. 
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execute the technology budget. Tech Teams will manage and execute technology projects—both 
programs and sustaining projects. We also recommend establishing an External Advisory Board to serve 
as an expert resource. 
 

2. Capabilities 
 

As we upgrade our technology infrastructure, we must also update our capabilities. Upskilling efforts are 
already underway. We have identified four broad areas of talent and skills that are absolutely necessary 
both to drive our transformation and to compete today and tomorrow. We need to bring on people with 
expertise and experience in:  

• Software and platform architecture; 
• Data science and AI; 
• Design thinking and product management; 
• Community and network design; 
• Digital content and curation; and 
• Digital marketing and social outreach. 

 
It is important to note that these skills and capabilities are in high demand, so HBS will need to work hard 
to develop, attract, and retain staff with these skills, and in parallel, pursue partnerships with leading 
organizations that can accelerate our transformation. Connecting this work to our mission will make these 
roles that much more attractive. 
 

3. Centers of Excellence (COE) 

Beyond the critical expertise we need to bring on board to meet the demands of the fast-changing 
competitive environment in which we operate, we need to extend the reach of this expertise across units 
and departments throughout the organization. Our experience in the task force has shown the power of 
staff and faculty across the School collaborating and problem solving on a routine and regular basis. COEs 
will create a structure through which individuals with that expertise from across the School’s units and 
departments can gather and share resources and knowledge, develop playbooks, agree on measures of 
success, identify a standard set of tools, and offer recruiting and hiring assistance.  

To organize themselves, the COEs can set their own meeting cadence, organizing events, and progress 
reporting processes. Once instantiated, the COEs should coordinate with the Technology Board and be 
guided by the Advisory Council. We recommend launching four COEs—timing and sequence to be 
determined—to cultivate our expertise in the following four areas: 

• Software platform and architecture; 
• Data science and analytics; 
• Community and lifelong learning; and 
• Digital marketing and social outreach. 

 
4. A Digital Incubator 

 
In order to move quickly on longer-range transformation while continuing to improve our current 
operations, we propose creating a digital incubator. Modeled after the HBP incubator, it should have a 
lean dedicated core staff that includes an executive director, product managers, UX/UI leads, software 
developers and data scientists. It will house the Digital Learning Lab (see the recommendations from 
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Learning and Content Development track), and other potential digital sandboxes (i.e., a Digital Marketing 
Sandbox). The incubator will collaborate with the existing operating units of the School and, in concert 
with those units, draft other resources for projects, as needed. It will take on projects in accordance with 
the guidance articulated by the Strategy track and in coordination with the Technology Board, and each 
project should have clearly defined parameters and objectives. The objective here is to learn and then 
quickly operationalize new technologies, features, and products, learning and business models, and test 
new audiences. Providing dedicated space, time, and resources for explorations, experiments, and rapid 
prototyping and learning that are not possible within the current structures of our enterprise. 

 
The incubator will focus on four areas:  

• Digital research platforms; 
• Scaled learning and assessments (per the priorities of the Learning and Content Development 

Track for its Digital Learning Lab);  
• Community engagement and life-long learning; and  
• Communicating about our ideas for impact. 

 
Through our widespread consultations across the School, the task force has identified several projects and 
initiatives that are ready to be included within the incubator setup with very enthusiastic faculty and staff 
eager to run experiments.   

Moving Forward 

These recommendations are just the beginning; the work of transformation does not end. The world in 
which we operate evolves and can change suddenly, and so do the needs of the people we serve. We 
must anticipate those shifting needs and address them, for the good of the School and beyond; 
digitization, digital transformation, and the deployment of AI and data analytics tools can help us 
anticipate and address changes as they arise.  

Many from our alumni community are living these challenges daily and are actively driving the digital 
transformation of their companies and organizations by embracing data, analytics, and AI as core 
capabilities. Think of Teresa Clarke at Africa.com, Andy Jassy at Amazon, Matthew Prince and Michelle 
Zatlyn of Cloudflare, Gojek founders Nadiem Makarim, Kevin Aluwi, and Michaelangelo Moran, Grab’s 
Anthony Tan, Mary Erdoes and Jamie Dimon at JPMorgan Chase, Salman Khan of Khan Academy, Michael 
Newton at Nike, John Foley and Brad Olson at Peloton, Brad Garlinghouse at Ripple, and Katrina Lake at 
StitchFix, just to name a few. 

Or consider Christine Keung, MBA 2020, who currently serves as an HBS Leadership Fellow with the City 
of San Jose. Keung grew up in Los Angeles after her parents emigrated to the U.S. when she was three 
years old and launched their first Chinese restaurant. She is “first in family” on a number of fronts, 
including first to go to college and first to earn a graduate degree. After a stint with the Small Business 
Administration early in the pandemic, where she used data to ensure mom-and-pop businesses and 
communities of color were served by the Paycheck Protection Program, she joined the City of San Jose. 
Now Keung is working to build that city’s capacity to use data across a range of services to drive more 
equitable outcomes for residents.  

There are many more members of the HBS alumni community and learner network that are at the 
forefront of digital transformation in their companies, organizations, communities, and countries. They 
are living the School’s mission. Imagine if they could truly tap into the power of the full HBS network to 
propel their work. Imagine if, likewise, we could learn from these leaders, and others, in real-time. 
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Through this transformation our learning communities and alumni can strengthen the research of our 
faculty and simultaneously engage with current students and participants in their development. Imagine 
if HBS could provide transformative learning experiences to many more individuals like Keung. If we get 
our own digital transformation right, we can help transform the world through leaders who learn with us. 

Digital transformation can extend the reach of our ideas by orders of magnitude. In so doing, we will reach 
that many more people whom we have never reached before—across a broader range of geographies, 
ethnicities, disciplines, and levels of educational attainment. This will enrich our community and, in turn, 
enrich our ideas. And it will enable our ideas to drive greater economic opportunity, foster greater social 
equity, shape social policy, and power personal transformation at a once unimaginable scale.  
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Appendix A: Digital Transformation Task Force’s Advisory Board 

Bharat Anand, Strategy, Vice Provost for Advances in Learning 
Janet Cahill, Executive Director, External Relations 
Ron Chandler, Chief Information Officer 
Jean Cunningham, Associate Dean for Faculty and Academic Affairs 
Nancy Dellarocco, Executive Director, Executive Education 
Brian Kenny, Chief Marketing & Communications Officer 
Jana Kierstead, Executive Director, MBA and Doctoral Programs 
Joshua Macht, Harvard Business Publishing 
Ellen Mahoney, Chief Human Resources Officer; Executive Director, HBS Initiatives 
Joshua Margolis, Organizational Behavior 
Kathleen McGinn, Negotiations, Organizations and Markets, Senior Associate Dean for Faculty Strategy 
and Recruiting 
Rick Melnick, Chief Financial Officer 
Patrick Mullane, Executive Director, Harvard Business School Online 
Das Narayandas, Marketing, Senior Associate Dean for External Relations and  
HBS Publishing 
Andy O'Brien, Chief of Operations 
Leslie Perlow, Organizational Behavior, Senior Associate Dean for Research 
Valerie Porciello, Executive Director, Division of Research and Faculty Development 
Jan Rivkin, Strategy, Senior Associate Dean, Chair, MBA 
Deb Spar, Business, Government and the International Economy, Senior Associate Dean, Harvard 
Business School Online 
Mike Tushman, Organizational Behavior, Chair, AMP 
Luis Viceira, Finance, Senior Associate Dean, Executive Education 
Deb Wallace, Executive Director, Knowledge and Library Services 
David Wan, President and Chief Executive Officer, Harvard Business Publishing 
 
Steering Team: Executive Dean for Administration Angela Crispi and Dean Srikant Datar 
 

 

 


